
Retail : JEWELLERY

LIGHTING that adds glitter and dazzle

G A R D L E R



Gardler Lighting understands the art and science of 
Lighting.. And more so, the significance of proper 
lighting in a retail store environment.  

As an organization created to transform the lighting 
industry, Gardler Lighting sets a scorching pace 
and superior standards through a formidable comb-
ination of Innovation, Technology and Engineering - 
a blend that would make an exceptional and 
unmatched value proposition to the clients.

Our business philosophy is very simple, yet very 
profound. Our existence and progress is intrinsically 
connected to the way we serve you.  Therefore, 
our actions are defined with you as the core - the 
result of which is we win your heart each time, 
every time.

G A R D L E R

+ Consultancy service on applications, 
   products or design.

CONSULTANCY

+  Referral support for finance and 
   leasing options.

FINANCING  
OPTIONS

+ Specialized design for every format.

+ Designs that blend with the brand’s 

   theme and concepts.

+ Designs that combine energy efficiency 

   while maintaining adequacy and coverage.

APPLICATION 
DESIGNS

+ Product design and development for 

   special/specific applications.

+ Custom-build fixtures to suit specific 

   aspects or architectural alignments.

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 
AND CUSTOMISATION 

+ Pre and Post sale technical support
 + Site survey, evaluation of existing lighting 
   and recommendations for improvement.
 + Assessment of lighting load and 
   consumption.
 + Coordination with allied agencies and 
   contractors.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT

+  Installation and commissioning 
   services including support / 
   coordination on civil and electrical 
   aspects.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS 

& SERVICES



Dating back to several thousand years, Jewellery has 
been one of civilization's earliest forms of decoration, 
symbolizing a variety of beliefs and sensibilities.. What 
started as sacred and precious in the initial stages, 
Jewellery soon transformed into being many things over 
the eras.. from portraying wealth, status, power and 
position, to adding beauty and elegance to both women 
and men, and at every stage becoming stronger and 
stronger in its association with mankind.

Jewellery, as an art has immaculately evolved over the 
period, and in these modern days, it is a combination 
of brilliant artistry, finest creativity and awesome 
technology - all coming together to present ornaments 
that are as marvelous and majestic as the people who 
wear them.

Jewellery..  an intimate part of one's life..!

Jewellery Store
JEWELLERY SHOWROOM

Jewellery, since time immemorial, has been a symbol of affluence 

and adornment. And, Jewellery showroom is a seamless confluence 

of nature, craft and human desire – all at their best.  Obviously 

presenting the gleaming metals, sparkling stones and bringing out 

the finest artistry require equally brilliant lighting that maintains an 

equilibrium between brightness and subtlety. 

Lighting up a Jewellery store is a mammoth challenge for both the 

architects and designers - where the line of distinction between art 

and science is blurred. The lighting is increasingly leading to a point 

of celebrating the exquisite form and finery of the ornaments, while 

at the fundamental level providing a soothing and unobtrusive 

illumination.

GARDLER lighting, the experts in lighting applications and designs, 

understand the complexity of Jewellery store lighting and have 

developed an extensive range of luminaires that meet every single 

aspect of illuminating this space.  The emphasis is on defining and 

differentiating the spaces through varied lighting color temperatures 

and intensity, suitable beam angles – all together culminating as a 

perfect complement to the merchandize and the ambience. Our 

lighting enables the connoisseurs to indulge in the extravagant 

world of ornaments, as much as it supports in highlighting the 

intricate artistry and splendor of the jewels and gems.

Make no mistake…!

All that glitter here are indeed gold, diamonds and gems..

Welcome to the world of glitz, glamour and enchantment..

Talk to us..  
You will agree, GARDLER LIGHTING is the best..Customer Lounge  |  Wall Niche  |  Display Counters / Racks  |  Silver Section  |  Gems and Stones  |  Cash Counter



MARLA-M BERTA-R

BARON-SM

BERTA-S

CCT 

3000K & 3500K

CRI

90

A buyer's engagement with the Jewellery starts the 

moment they step into the store. The lounge is a place 

where lighting relaxes the customers and prepares 

them to unravel the magical experience.  Here the 

lighting has to be inviting, warm and charming.

Gardler Lightings’ range provide an indirect spread of 

light that fills the environment with warmth and 

comfort.  Lighting that is easy to read or soothing for 

a conversation.. After all, this is the place that is going 

to influence the buyer's mind for purchasing the piece 

that he has set his eyes on..

CUSTOMER LOUNGE
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MARLENE 
NANO 10W

CCT 

3000K & 3500K

CRI

90
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MARLA 
NANO 10W

MARLENE 
NANO 8W

MARLA 
NANO 8W

WALL NICHE

Possibly wall niches present the most fascinating 

creations, so as to attract the customer's sight as she 

goes around the showroom. This is a space that can 

make a casual glance at a jewel, into an elaborate 

rendezvous. Therefore the lighting of wall niches need 

to be tactful and accented.

GARDLER’s DOWN LIGHT, SPOT LIGHT & COVE 

LIGHT with their glare-free and precise directional light, 

soak the jewels-de-resistance in a magnificent glow 

that beckons the customer closer and serenade them 

with their beauty.



CCT 

3000K & 3500K

CRI

90
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RICKYMARLENE-HD CLORIS

MARLA-EXT

The most important space in the entire showroom, these display counters and racks 

house the gold, silver, or platinum along with precious stones/gems like diamonds, 

emerald and pearls and a large range as such..  Each of these metals or gems have a 

different color, radiance and intensity. Lighting here has to be meticulously chosen that 

brings out the brilliance of each of the products. Gold section requires warm (yellow) 

lighting color temperature, while silver or platinum section needing neutral color lighting. 

The stones, each with its own dazzle and sparkle need to be bathed in neutral color 

temperature. The CRI (color rendering index) has to be at its highest, so as to provide a 

crispness to the décor and assortment. For example, the diamonds with their 4 Cs-cut, 

clarity, color and carat - can be emphasized only if the lighting is of a high CRI.

GARDLER’s DOWN LIGHT & SPOT LIGHT ensure the lighting in these sections do not 

interfere with each other while at the same time independently aiding the 

buyer to evaluate the intricacies of the products.

DISPLAY COUNTERS / RACKS



Display Counters
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CCT 

5700K & 6500K

CRI

80

RICKYMARLENE-HD CLORIS

MARLA-EXT

The silver section is one which houses the silver wares 

with their grandeur of craftsmanship and elegance. The 

glow and majesty of the white metal gets superbly 

enriched with appropriate lighting.

GARDLER’S DOWN LIGHT , SPOT LIGHT & ACCENT 

LIGHT amply brings out the glitter of these silver beaut

-ies, while naturally also magnifying the arty 

embellishments.

SILVER SECTION



MARLENE 
NANO 10W

MARLA 
NANO 10W
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MARLA-EXT

GEMS AND STONES

Toughest for any lighting designer is to create a perfect 

lighting design and fixture for this section.  The 

indomitable challenge of each of the gems and stones 

having their own normal gl itzy and dazzling 

characteristics, can be overcome only by an astute mix 

of lighting color temperatures and intensity.  Any flaw in 

the lighting design in this space would rob away the 

richness and appeal the products possessing naturally.

DOWN LIGHT & SPOT LIGHT range of fixtures from 

GARDLER deftly combines the razzmatazz of an effec

-tive lighting while also adding the quintessential 

elegance to the merchandize.

MARLENE-HD

CCT 

5700K & 6500K

CRI

80
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CASH COUNTER

One would normally believe that lighting in this area is 

to facilitate easy cash transactions or bill settlement. Of 

course it is correct that a brightly lit cash counter 

enables a smooth and error-free transaction, much to 

the confidence of both the parties concerned. But a 

more compelling reason is something else.  Studies 

prove that the final purchase decision gets sealed at 

cash counter, as most customers go through their 

selection once more near the cash counter, to check 

whether it meets all their parameters.  Isn't it then a 

proper lighting in this area is as crucial as any other 

space in the store ?

With its vast range of DOWN LIGHT & SPOT LIGHT 

range of fixtures from GARDLER is comprehensively 

covering this space for proper illumination.

MARLA-M BERTA-R

BARON-SM

BERTA-S

CCT 

3000K & 4000K

CRI

90




